quorum (n.)
1. a gathering of the minimal number of members of an organization to conduct business
2. Minimum number of participants that must be present at a meeting to make its transactions valid.

Merriam Webster
Quorum, n. Such a number of the officers or members of any body as is competent by law or constitution to transact business; as, a quorum of the House of Representatives; a constitutional quorum was not present.

The term arose from the Latin words, Quorum aliquem vestrum . . . unum esse volumus (of whom we wish some one of you to be one), which were used in the commission formerly issued to justices of the peace in England, by which commission it was directed that no business of certain kinds should be done without the presence of one or more of certain justices specially designated. Justice of the peace and of the quorum designates a class of justices of the peace in some of the United States.

définition (complément)
voir la définition de Wikipedia

locutions
Quorum Quenching • Quorum Sensing
Acting President of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles • Anointed Quorum • Assistant to the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles • Chronology of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles (LDS Church) • Eighth Quorum of the Seventy • First Quorum of the Seventy • Fourth Quorum of the Seventy • Illis Quorum • List of members of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles (LDS Church) • President of the Quorum of the Twelve • President of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles • Quorum (Distributed Systems) • Quorum (Latter Day Saints) • Quorum (disambiguation) • Quorum call • Quorum of Seventy Evangelists • Quorum of Twelve • Quorum of Twelve Apostles (Church of Jesus Christ (Bickertonite)) • Quorum of the Twelve • Sub-quorum • The Quorum • Third Quorum of the Seventy

dictionnaire analogique
(member of parliament), (board; commission; committee) [Thème]

factotum [Domaine]
Organization [Domaine]

social group [Hyper.]
assemble, foregather, forgather, gather, meet - assemble, gather, get together - devise, get up, machinate, organise, organize, prepare - organise, organize, unionise, unionize - form, organise, organize [Dérivé]

assemblement, réunion [Classe]
factotum [Domaine]
Meeting [Domaine]

organisation, organization [membre]

quorum (n.)

parliamentary proceedings
quorum

parliamentary vote
Toutes les traductions de quorum

- dans le dictionnaire Français-Anglais
- dans le dictionnaire Français-Espagnol
- dans le dictionnaire Français-Portugais